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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Newton Field Airport Overview

Environmental Assessment

Newton Field Airport (59B; Airport) is owned and operated by the Town of Jackman, Maine,
located in Somerset County. The airport includes approximately 132 acres and is located one
mile from downtown Jackman. Figure 1 depicts access to the airport and surrounding area.

Figure 1. Newton Field Airport and Vicinity

Source: Google, Newton Field, www.google.com, 2018

The Airport is subject to the regulations of the U. S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) and
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). On the state level, the airport is subject to the authority
of the Maine Department of Transportation (MEDOT) and Maine statutory law. The FAA
designates Newton Field Airport as a publicly owned, public-use facility. Newton Field is classified
as a General Aviation (GA) Airport.
1.2

National Environmental Policy Act

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 is a key piece of federal legislation designed
to raise environmental awareness. It requires major federal actions to fully consider the impacts
a project would have on the natural and social environment before capital improvement projects
are funded. It requires coordination with federal agencies and calls for public involvement in the
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planning and environmental review process. The FAA complies with and supports both the policies
and procedures of NEPA.
Any project involving action by the federal government that could significantly affect the
environment requires a federal environmental determination. To address NEPA in airport
development, FAA developed and issued Order 1050.1F: Environmental Impacts: Policies and
Procedures, and Order 5050.4B: Implementing Instructions for Airport Actions. These documents
identify three project categories:
Actions which are Categorically Excluded (CatEX);
Actions requiring an Environmental Assessment (EA); and
Actions requiring an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
As defined in the FAA’s Order 1050.1F, “A CatEX refers to a category of actions that do not
individually or cumulatively have a significant effect on the human environment, and for which
neither an EA nor an EIS is required.” Actions requiring an Environmental Assessment (EA) may
or may not have significant environmental impacts but due to the unknown, further analysis is
required. Actions with known significant impacts require an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS).
1.3

Environmental Assessment Requirement

The proposed project entails acquisition of avigation easements over seven privately-owned
parcels of land on the Runway 13 approach end of the Airport under the Part 77 20:1 approach
surface, and subsequent lowering, lighting, or removal of currently identified and likely future
tree obstructions (Figure 2). This graphic depicts the Runway Protection Zone (RPZ) that is owned
or controlled by the airport to control on the ground land uses and is intended to reduce or
eliminate hazards to persons or property on the surface. Also depicted in this graphic are two
20:1 sloping airspace surfaces with very similar dimensions. Both are required to be kept clear of
obstacles penetrating the floor of the surface to protect aircraft on approach or departure from
the airport. The Part 77 20:1 surface is mandated by federal law for runways like Newton Field
and the RNAV 20:1 surface is required to be kept obstruction free for the safe approach of aircraft
based on a proposed new GPS RNAV instrument approach procedure.
The proposed federal action includes approval of the revised Airport Layout Plan (ALP) and federal
funding for elements of the proposed project.
FAA Order 1050.1F lists actions which are Categorically Excluded from analysis and do not
automatically require an EA or EIS. On-Airport obstruction removal is considered categorically
excluded under Order 1050.1F Chapter 5-6.4.l. “Federal financial assistance for, licensing or
approval of the grading of land, the removal of obstructions to air navigation, or erosion control
measures, provided those activities occur on and only affect airport property, a commercial space
launch site, or FAA-owned or leased property.”
However, acquisition of land over 3 acres is specifically not categorically excluded, per Order
1050.1F Chapter 5-6.4.r. “Purchase, lease, or acquisition of three acres or less of land with
associated easements and rights-of-way for new facilities.” The proposed acquisition of avigation
easements on the seven parcels identified as within the Part 77 20:1 approach surface totals
17.16 acres, thereby exceeding this threshold.
Therefore, this EA has been prepared to detail the environmental impact analysis for the project.
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Figure 2. Vegetation Removal Action Area
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Federal, State and Local Agency Jurisdiction

The proposed project will require state and local permitting as listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Agency Coordination and Permitting
Resource
Natural and Cultural
Resources

Agency
Maine Department of
Environmental Protection
(MDEP)

Permit
Site Location of
Development Permit
amendment (SLODA)

Wetlands

MDEP

Natural Resource
Protection Act (NRPA)
Permit

2.

PURPOSE AND NEED

2.1

Overview

The Purpose and Need within a NEPA document is a formal statement approved by a federal
agency agreeing to the need for the project and the overall project purpose. The statement
documents the justification for the project study and provides the basis for evaluating the
effectiveness of alternatives.
2.2

Purpose and Need

The purpose of the proposed action is to promote safety by bringing the airport into compliance
with FAA design standards and regulations regarding clear airspace.
There is a need to address obstructions that interfere with navigable airspace, as established by
FAA airspace and design criteria. The Airport was analyzed to identify existing safety deficiencies
which include multiple obstructions to the Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Title 14 Part 77
surfaces.
Because some of the obstructions identified for removal are located on private property
outside of the existing airport boundary, avigation easements would be required to be purchased
by the Town of Jackman that will specifically allow the Town to remove the identified obstructions.
3.

PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

3.1

Proposed Action

The proposed action includes two parts: the first is to acquire the avigation easements that will
specifically allow the Town to remove the identified obstructions as depicted on Figure 2; the
second is to address the identified obstructions.
The following alternatives have been developed in conjunction with the FAA. The alternatives are
evaluated based the ability to meet current FAA criteria and meet the purpose and need for the
project as stated in the previous section of this document. There are no alternatives presented
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here beyond the No Action and Proposed Action because there are no other reasonable or feasible
options for meeting the purpose and need of the project.
The potential to install a light that will enable aircraft operators to clearly see and avoid the
obstruction is not a reasonable option as these obstructions are mostly located within residential
neighborhoods; the impacts of such action would be unwelcome and more challenging to mitigate
than the proposed action. Instituting changes to operational procedures is viewed as a “last
resort” alternative to be implemented only when obstructions located on private property cannot
be removed; preliminary steps conducted in the easement acquisition process show the propertyowners to be amenable to such easements.
3.2

Acquisition of Clearing Easements

Alternative 1A: No Action
This alternative maintains the existing airport property and avigation easement limits. It does not
allow the airport to eliminate tree penetrations to the navigation surfaces without negotiating
with the individual property owners that would be affected should the airport choose to ask for
permission to remove trees on privately-owned land. Otherwise, the airport would have to apply
to FAA for a “Modification to Standard” regarding the approach surfaces.

Alternative1B: Acquire Easements for Tree Clearing (Proposed Action)
This alternative proposes acquiring avigation easements to clear the existing tree obstructions
located on privately-owned property. These easements would encompass properties where tree
penetrations have been identified and existing easements either do not exist, or are insufficient
to clear obstructions properly. This alternative would allow the approach surfaces to meet
standard FAA design criteria for safety, while also granting rights for the airport to maintain the
airspace in the future.
3.3

Clearing of Airspace Obstructions

Alternative 2A: No Action
This alternative maintains the existing trees that penetrate the navigation surfaces at the
approaches to the end of the runway thereby allowing the obstructions to safe aircraft operations
to remain. The FAA is not inclined to issue a “Modification to Standard” regarding the safe
operations in and around airports.

Alternative 2B: Clear Trees (Proposed Action)
This alternative proposes clearing the existing tree obstructions both on and off airport property.
This alternative would allow the approach surfaces to meet standard FAA design criteria for safety.
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

There are 14 possible environmental impact categories identified by FAA Order 1050.1F,
Paragraph 4-1. As stated in Paragraph of 4-2.c, “[i]f an environmental impact category is not
relevant to the proposed action or any of the reasonable alternatives identified (i.e., the resources
included in the category are not present or the category is not otherwise applicable to the
proposed action and alternative(s)), this should be briefly noted and no further analysis is
required.”
Only those areas where there may be significant environmental impact caused by the proposed
action, or where there are uncertainties which require evaluation, contain analysis in this
document. The proposed action at Newton Field Airport will impact the following environmental
categories and result in the consequences described:
4.1

Air Quality

Affected Environment
Federally funded or approved actions need to conform to the State Implementation Plan (SIP),
under the Clean Air Act. The funded projects are separated into Transportation actions, which are
subject to the Transportation Conformity Rule, and General actions, which are subject to the
General Conformity Rule. Transportation actions are Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) projects funded under Title 23, which includes regionally
significant actions causing changes to traffic volume, growth, congestion such as road and
highway projects As such, this project is subject to the General Conformity Rule. The General
Conformity requirements are subject to airport actions that occur in a nonattainment or
maintenance area. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, Maine has no
nonattainment areas for the criteria air pollutants. There are maintenance areas where the air
quality must be monitored 10 years but the current quality of air in Somerset County Maine
exempts the airport action from being subject to the General Conformity requirements.

Environmental Consequences
Direct emissions caused by the proposed action will result from the temporary construction
activities. The obstruction removal activities are expected to result in short-term impacts
associated with vehicle emissions from equipment operation. Construction activities also have
the potential to result in short-term emission of small amounts of particulate matter, in the form
of fugitive dust, which typically occurs during ground disturbance, on-site movement of
equipment, stockpiling and transportation of construction materials. Dust is more likely to occur
during dry and windy conditions and can be managed with the application of water. These
methods, or other approved means, will be used to mitigate the particulate matter released into
the air. The impact to the ambient Air Quality is temporary and not expected to be significant.
4.2

Biological Resources (including fish, wildlife, and plants)

Affected Environment
The Airport environment is comprised of runways and structures, asphalt roads, and vegetation
including lawns, trees and shrubs, comprised of both ornamental and resident/native species
The areas to the west outside of the existing airport boundary can be mostly characterized as
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residential development, with the typical associated landscaping, routinely mowed lawns, and
ornamental shrubs and trees. The undeveloped areas associated with the remnant oxbow of the
Moose River are a mix of upland forest and wetland.
Wildlife use of these areas would include species typical to this part of Maine and associated with
both the developed areas of the airport and a residential development: deer, raccoon, squirrels,
songbirds, occasional raptors or falcons, and a mix of amphibians and reptiles such as frogs/toads,
turtles and salamanders. There are no streams within the project area, however the wetlands
drain to the Moose River, as detailed in Section 4.8.

Environmental Consequences
The proposed project will have minimal effects on the vegetation and wildlife habitat within the
project area, as by definition, the project will include removal of trees. This has been minimized
to the extent practicable and will only include those trees that either currently penetrate the
surface or are expected to do so within the next 10-years. Understory vegetation (saplings,
shrubs, ferns or ground cover) may be left in place to minimize soil disturbance and reduce the
impact on wetlands and their buffers, upon additional consultation with Maine DEP during wetland
permitting. Given the remaining areas that will continue to be forested or vegetated, it is not
anticipated that the project will have a significant effect on Biological Resources.
4.3

Federally and State-Listed Threatened or Endangered Species

Affected Environment
Federally-Listed Species
Review of the project areas using the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) online Information
for Planning and Conservation (IPAC) tool determined that the project areas are located wholly
or partially within the critical habitat for Canada lynx (Lynx canasensis; Appendix A).
The Northern Long-eared Bat (NLEB; Myotis septentrionalis) was also listed on the IPAC; no
critical habitat has been designated for this species.
State-Listed Species
Consultation with the Maine Natural Areas Program (MNAP) resulted in a finding of no rare
botanical features documented specifically within the project area (See Appendix A).
Consultation with the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIFW) resulted in the
following:
1) There are no mapped Essential Habitats that would be directly affected by the project.
2) Of the eight species of bats that occur in Maine, the three Myotis species are protected under
Maine’s Endangered Species Act (MESA) and are afforded special protection under 12 M.R.S
§12801 - §12810: Little brown bat (M. lucifugus, State Endangered); Northern long-eared bat (M.
septentrionalis, State Endangered); and Eastern small-footed bat (M. leibii, State Threatened).
The five remaining bat species are listed as Special Concern: Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus);
Red bat (Lasiurus borealis), Hoary bat (L. cinereus), Silver-haired bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans),
and Tricolored bat (Perimyotis subflavus). While a comprehensive statewide inventory for bats
has not been completed, it is likely that several of these species occur within the project area
during migration and/or the breeding season.
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3) MDIFW Significant Wildlife Habitat (SWH) maps indicate no known presence of SWHs within
the project area, which include Waterfowl and Wading Bird Habitats, Seabird Nesting Islands,
Shorebird Areas, and Significant Vernal Pools. However, a comprehensive statewide inventory for
Significant Vernal Pools has not been completed. A survey for vernal pools was recommended to
be conducted within the project boundary by qualified wetland scientists prior to final project
design to determine whether there are Significant Vernal Pools present in the area.
4) MDIFW Fisheries Habitat was referenced with a request of “With the exception of removal of
vegetative obstructions (trees) that penetrate FAA navigable airspace, we generally recommend
that a 100-foot undisturbed vegetated buffers be maintained along any streams. Buffers should
be measured from the edge of stream or associated fringe and floodplain wetlands. We
recommend that any clearing needed to access areas of tree removal be minimized and allowed
to revegetate after the project is completed”. A permit will be obtained for any work within
wetland areas.
A copy of the correspondence is provided in Appendix A.

Environmental Consequences
A Streamlined Consultation Form was submitted to address NLEB effects per the Final 4(d) rule
for federal projects. The FAA determined that the project may affect but is not likely to adversely
affect NLEB, and any resulting incidental take of the NLEB is not prohibited by the final 4(d) rule.
A Biological Assessment (BA) was prepared to analyze the potential for impacts to Canada lynx
and is attached as Appendix B. From this analysis, the FAA determined that the project may affect
but is not likely to adversely affect Canada lynx. USFWS concurred with both species
determinations on February 26, 2018 (Appendix A).
The Town will comply with the recommendations of MDIFW and will not remove understory
vegetation within the 100-ft buffer of the stream or floodplain wetlands, and that clearing for site
access will be minimized and allowed to revegetate. A wetland and Vernal Pool delineation/survey
will be performed prior to final design to determine impacts to these resources within the project
area; such impacts will be avoided, minimized or mitigated at that time at the direction of Maine
DEP.
4.4

Department of Transportation Act, Section 4(F) and Historical, architectural,
archeological, and cultural resources

Affected Environment
Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 relates to the protection of historic
sites and parks, recreation areas, and wildlife and waterfowl refuges. The project must be
evaluated for the potential to impact these resources. In addition, procedures in Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966 and the Archaeological and Historic
Preservation Act of 1974 are required to be used to evaluate impacts to archaeological,
architectural, and cultural resources.
A review of the State of Maine, Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry GIS Mapping
shows there are no publicly owned parks, recreation areas, and wildlife or waterfowl refuges of
national, state or local significance within the project area.
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Correspondence and project review was coordinated with the Maine Historic Preservation
Commission (MHPC) which serves as the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and the
Penobscot Nation, the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO) for implementation of Section
106. SHPO reported “there will be no historic properties affected by the proposed undertaking”
and THPO reported “The project appears to have no impact on a structure or site of historic,
architectural or archeologic significance to the Penobscot Nation”. A copy of the correspondence
is provided in Appendix A.

Environmental Consequences
The project will have no effect on Section 4(f) or Section 106 historical, architectural,
archeological, and cultural resources.
4.5

Visual effects (including light emissions)

Affected Environment
While easements will be obtained to remove trees that obstruct the approach pathway to the
runway, trees not within the pathway will remain intact, allowing for a continued vegetated buffer
between residences and the airport. There will be no change in light emissions as a result of the
project.

Environmental Consequences
The project will have a minimal effect on neighboring landowners, particularly those parcelowners on which trees will be removed. However, given the substantial distance between the
residences and the runway, with the nearest structure located on parcel 46 over 1500 feet from
the end of Runway 13, the tree removal will not result in impacts to the visual character or setting
of these homes.
4.6

Water resources (including wetlands, floodplains, surface waters, groundwater, and
wild and scenic rivers)

Affected Environment
The project area contains a remnant oxbow of the Moose River that has filled in to form a
backwater area with associated floodplain wetlands, as shown on the National Wetlands Inventory
Map provided as Figure 3. The two wetland types shown on Figure 3 are classified according to
the USFWS Cowardin Classification system as:
•
•

Riverine, Lower Perennial, Unconsolidated Bottom (R2UBH), and
Palustrine, Scrub-shrub, Broad-leaved deciduous, Seasonally Flooded/saturated (PSS1E).

These wetlands are mostly included in the FEMA floodplain of the Moose River as depicted on
Figure 4. There are no other surface waters in the project area. The Moose River is not a federallydesignated Wild and Scenic River. Wetlands, surface waters and vernal pools have not been
delineated for this EA but are not anticipated to deviate substantially from the NWI map provided;
delineation of resources will occur during federal and state permitting activities. Per coordination
with Dawn Abbott at Maine DEP, under the Maine Mandatory Shoreland Zoning Act, the oxbow is
considered part of the river (Figure 5).
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The Moose River is not an urban impaired stream, nor is it a source waterbody for public drinking
water supplies. Local homes in the area draw drinking water from deep aquifer wells that would
not be affected by this project.

Environmental Consequences
The project is anticipated to have minimal wetland impacts along the fringes of the oxbow
wetlands that may require a Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA) permit from Maine DEP,
per the coordination with Jessica Damon, Maine DEP Permitting Staff, as provided in Appendix A.
Impact minimization will include removal of individual trees by hand, where possible, within the
wetland and wetland buffer, and leaving the remaining understory vegetation intact. The project
will require a Shoreland Zoning Act permit from the Town of Jackman per Maine DEP as provided
in Appendix A. A US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) permit is not anticipated based on the
minimization efforts that may occur upon coordination with USACE staff; should a NH General
Permit be required, it will be applied for. Mitigation is not anticipated for either of these permits.
Should vernal pools be identified within the project area, they will be given as much protection
as can be afforded while still removing the necessary trees to address the purpose and need for
the project. obstructions. Should Maine DEP determine that the tree removal may affect the
Critical Terrestrial Habitat (CTH) of a vernal pool, mitigation will be provided as required.
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Figure 3. National Wetlands Inventory Map with Project Areas Overlay
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Figure 4. FEMA Flood Map
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Figure 5. Town of Jackman Shoreland Zoning Map
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Not Affected

For the following potential impact categories, analysis is not required. Either these resources are
not present within the project boundary, or no alternative discussed in this document would affect
them:








5.

Climate
Coastal Resources
Farmlands
Hazardous materials, solid waste and pollution prevention
Land Use
Natural resources and energy supply
Noise and compatible land use
Socioeconomics, environmental justice, and children’s environmental health and safety
risks.
MITIGATION

Mitigation is used to offset the impacts caused by the selected airport improvements. There are
several methods used to mitigate the environmental impacts. The primary methods to reduce
environmental impacts are to avoid the resource when possible or minimize the impacts to the
resource being impacted. When that is not possible, mitigation is often necessary to reduce the
objectionable effects of the improvements. Each method of mitigation is proposed to the
regulatory agency where it is revised through an interactive process. Ultimately, mitigation is
confirmed through the permitting process with local, state, and federal resource agencies.
The impacts described in Section 4 have been minimized to the extent practicable. Most notably,
only those trees that are an identified obstruction will be removed- the area will not be clear cut
and remaining vegetation will be left in place as much as possible and within areas under resource
protection of state and federal statutory authority.
6.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

This Draft EA will be publicly displayed and available for comment on the Town of Jackman
website, http://www.jackmanme.net/ , for a 20-day period. Comments and issues identified from
the public and agency stakeholders during that period will be reviewed, acknowledged and
incorporated into the alternatives analysis, project design and analysis of environmental
consequences where feasible and practicable. Future comments from the public or agency
stakeholders will be incorporated into the project, where feasible.
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LIST OF AGENCIES CONTACTED AND PERSON CONSULTED, EA PREPARERS

EA Preparers
Hoyle Tanner & Associates, Inc. Kimberly Peace, Senior Environmental Coordinator, Deb Coon,
Environmental Coordinator, Timothy J. Audet PE, Project Manager, 150 Dow St. Manchester, New
Hampshire 03101. (603) 669-5555 EA Preparation
Agencies Contacted/Consulted
Richard Doucette, Federal Aviation Administration. New England Region, Airports Division, 1200
District Avenue, Burlington, MA 01803.
Heidi Dionne, Administrative Secretary, Town of Jackman, ME. P.O. Box 269 / 369 Main Street,
Jackman, ME 04945. Airport Owner and Sponsor.
US Fish and Wildlife Service, Maine Ecological Services Field Office, P.O. Box A / 306 Hatchery
Road East Orland, ME 04431, (207) 902-1586, http://www.fws.gov/mainefieldoffice/
Review of website for Federally-listed species within project vicinity.
Kirk F. Mohney, Maine Historic Preservation Commission. Maine Historic Preservation Commission.
55 Capitol Street, 65 State House Station, Augusta, ME, 04333-0065. Review of project for Section
106 impacts.
Chris Sockalexis, Penobscot Nation Cultural & Historic Preservation, 12 Wabanaki Way, Indian
Island, ME 04468. Review of project for Section 106 impacts.
John Perry, Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife. 284 State Street
41 State House Station, Augusta ME 04333-0041. Project review for impacts to State-listed
protected species.
Kristen Puryear, Maine Natural Areas Program. Department of Agriculture, Conservation &
Forestry, 93 State House Station, Augusta, ME, 04333-0093. Review of project for impacts to
State-listed botanical features.
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Maine Ecological Services Field Office
P. O. Box A
East Orland, ME 04431
Phone: (207) 469-7300 Fax: (207) 902-1588
http://www.fws.gov/mainefieldoffice/index.html

In Reply Refer To:
January 09, 2018
Consultation Code: 05E1ME00-2018-SLI-0269
Event Code: 05E1ME00-2018-E-00563
Project Name: Easement Acquisitions and Off Airport Obstruction Removal at Newton Field
Airport, Jackman. Maine
Subject: List of threatened and endangered species that may occur in your proposed project
location, and/or may be affected by your proposed project
To Whom It May Concern:
The enclosed species list identifies the threatened, endangered, candidate, and proposed species
and designated or proposed critical habitat that may occur within the boundary of your
proposed project or may be affected by your proposed project. This species list fulfills the
requirements of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) under section 7(c) of the
Endangered Species Act (Act) of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.).
New information based on updated surveys, changes in the abundance and distribution of
species, changed habitat conditions, or other factors could change this list. Please feel free to
contact us if you need more current information or assistance regarding the potential impacts to
federally proposed, listed, and candidate species and federally designated and proposed critical
habitat. Please note that under 50 CFR 402.12(e) of the regulations implementing section 7 of
the Act, the accuracy of this species list should be verified after 90 days. This verification can be
completed formally or informally as desired. The Service recommends that verification be
completed by visiting the ECOS-IPaC Web site at regular intervals during project planning and
implementation for updates to species lists and information. An updated list may be requested
through the ECOS-IPaC system by completing the same process used to receive the enclosed
list.
The purpose of the Act is to provide a means whereby threatened and endangered species and
the ecosystems upon which they depend may be conserved. Under sections 7(a)(1) and 7(a)(2)
of the Act and its implementing regulations (50 CFR 402 et seq.), Federal agencies are required
to utilize their authorities to carry out programs for the conservation of threatened and

01/09/2018

Event Code: 05E1ME00-2018-E-00563

endangered species and to determine whether projects may affect threatened and endangered
species and/or designated critical habitat.
A Biological Assessment is required for construction projects (or other undertakings having
similar physical impacts) that are major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment as defined in the National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 4332(2)
(c)). For projects other than major construction activities, the Service suggests that a biological
evaluation similar to a Biological Assessment be prepared to determine whether the project may
affect listed or proposed species and designated or proposed critical habitat. Recommended
contents of a Biological Assessment are described at 50 CFR 402.12.
If a Federal agency determines, based on the Biological Assessment or biological evaluation,
that listed species or designated critical habitat may be affected by the proposed project, the
agency is required to consult with the Service pursuant to 50 CFR 402. In addition, the Service
recommends that candidate species, proposed species and proposed critical habitat be addressed
within the consultation. More information on the regulations and procedures for section 7
consultation, including the role of permit or license applicants, can be found in the Endangered
Species Consultation Handbook at: http://www.fws.gov/endangered/esa-library/pdf/TOCGLOS.PDF
This species list also identifies candidate species under review for listing and those species that
the Service considers species of concern. Candidate species have no protection under the Act
but are included for consideration because they could be listed prior to completion of your
project. Species of concern are those taxa whose conservation status is of concern to the
Service (i.e., species previously known as Category 2 candidates), but for which further
information is needed.
If a proposed project may affect only candidate species or species of concern, you are not
required to prepare a Biological Assessment or biological evaluation or to consult with the
Service. However, the Service recommends minimizing effects to these species to prevent
future conflicts. Therefore, if early evaluation indicates that a project will affect a
candidate species or species of concern, you may wish to request technical assistance from this
office to identify appropriate minimization measures.
Please be aware that bald and golden eagles are not protected under the Endangered Species
Act but are protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. 668 et seq.).
Projects affecting these species may require development of an eagle conservation plan:
http://www.fws.gov/windenergy/eagle_guidance.html Information on the location of bald eagle
nests in Maine can be found on the Maine Field Office Web site:
http://www.fws.gov/mainefieldoffice/Project%20review4.html
Additionally, wind energy projects should follow the wind energy guidelines:
http://www.fws.gov/windenergy/ for minimizing impacts to migratory birds and bats. Projects
may require development of an avian and bat protection plan.
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Migratory birds are also a Service trust resource. Under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act,
construction activities in grassland, wetland, stream, woodland, and other habitats that would
result in the take of migratory birds, eggs, young, or active nests should be avoided. Guidance
for minimizing impacts to migratory birds for projects including communications towers (e.g.,
cellular, digital television, radio, and emergency broadcast) can be found at:
http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/CurrentBirdIssues/Hazards/towers/towers.htm and at:
http://www.towerkill.com; and at:
http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/CurrentBirdIssues/Hazards/towers/comtow.html
We appreciate your concern for threatened and endangered species. The Service encourages
Federal agencies to include conservation of threatened and endangered species into their project
planning to further the purposes of the Act. Please include the Consultation Tracking Number in
the header of this letter with any request for consultation or correspondence about your project
that you submit to our office.
Attachment(s):
▪ Official Species List
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Official Species List
This list is provided pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, and fulfills the
requirement for Federal agencies to "request of the Secretary of the Interior information whether
any species which is listed or proposed to be listed may be present in the area of a proposed
action".
This species list is provided by:
Maine Ecological Services Field Office
P. O. Box A
East Orland, ME 04431
(207) 469-7300
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Project Summary
Consultation Code: 05E1ME00-2018-SLI-0269
Event Code:

05E1ME00-2018-E-00563

Project Name:

Easement Acquisitions and Off Airport Obstruction Removal at Newton
Field Airport, Jackman. Maine

Project Type:

Federal Grant / Loan Related

Project Description: The project consists of acquisition of avigation easements over 7
privately-owned parcels of land on the RW 13 approach end of the
Newton Field Airport; and subsequent removal of obstructions to maintain
clear FAR Part 77 and TERPS 20:1 approach and 30:1 Glidepath
qualification surfaces to the Runway 13-31 approach and departure
surfaces.
Project Location:
Approximate location of the project can be viewed in Google Maps: https://
www.google.com/maps/place/45.63504658567607N70.25759966123961W

Counties: Somerset, ME
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Endangered Species Act Species
There is a total of 2 threatened, endangered, or candidate species on this species list. Species on
this list should be considered in an effects analysis for your project and could include species that
exist in another geographic area. For example, certain fish may appear on the species list because
a project could affect downstream species. See the "Critical habitats" section below for those
critical habitats that lie wholly or partially within your project area under this office's
jurisdiction. Please contact the designated FWS office if you have questions.

Mammals
NAME

STATUS

Canada Lynx Lynx canadensis

Threatened

Population: Contiguous U.S. DPS
There is final critical habitat for this species. Your location overlaps the critical habitat.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/3652

Northern Long-eared Bat Myotis septentrionalis

Threatened

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9045

Critical habitats
There is 1 critical habitat wholly or partially within your project area under this office's
jurisdiction.
NAME

STATUS

Canada Lynx Lynx canadensis

Final

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/3652#crithab

STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, CONSERVATION & FORESTRY
PAUL R. LEPAGE
GOVERNOR

93 STATE HOUSE STATION
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333

WALTER E. WHITCOMB
COMMISSIONER

January 17, 2018
Deb Coon
Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc.
150 Dow Street
Manchester, NH 03101
Via email: dcoon@hoyletanner.com
Re: Rare and exemplary botanical features in proximity to: #391407, Easement Acquisitions and Off Airport
Obstruction Removal, Newton Field Airport, Jackman, Maine
Dear Ms. Coon:
I have searched the Natural Areas Program’s Biological and Conservation Data System files in response to your
request received January 16, 2018 for information on the presence of rare or unique botanical features
documented from the vicinity of the project in Jackman, Maine. Rare and unique botanical features include the
habitat of rare, threatened, or endangered plant species and unique or exemplary natural communities. Our review
involves examining maps, manual and computerized records, other sources of information such as scientific
articles or published references, and the personal knowledge of staff or cooperating experts.
Our official response covers only botanical features. For authoritative information and official response for
zoological features you must make a similar request to the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife,
284 State Street, Augusta, Maine 04333.
According to the information currently in our Biological and Conservation Data System files, there are no rare
botanical features documented specifically within the project area. This lack of data may indicate minimal survey
efforts rather than confirm the absence of rare botanical features. You may want to have the site inventoried by a
qualified field biologist to ensure that no undocumented rare features are inadvertently harmed.
If a field survey of the project area is conducted, please refer to the enclosed supplemental information regarding
rare and exemplary botanical features documented to occur in the vicinity of the project site. The list may include
information on features that have been known to occur historically in the area as well as recently field-verified
information. While historic records have not been documented in several years, they may persist in the area if
suitable habitat exists. The enclosed list identifies features with potential to occur in the area, and it should be
considered if you choose to conduct field surveys.
This finding is available and appropriate for preparation and review of environmental assessments, but it is not a
substitute for on-site surveys. Comprehensive field surveys do not exist for all natural areas in Maine, and in the
absence of a specific field investigation, the Maine Natural Areas Program cannot provide a definitive statement
on the presence or absence of unusual natural features at this site.

MOLLY DOCHERTY, DIRECTOR
MAINE NATURAL AREAS PROGRAM

PHONE: (207) 287-8044
FAX: (207) 287-8040
WWW.MAINE.GOV/DACF/MNAP
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The Natural Areas Program is continuously working to achieve a more comprehensive database of exemplary
natural features in Maine. We would appreciate the contribution of any information obtained should you decide
to do field work. The Natural Areas Program welcomes coordination with individuals or organizations proposing
environmental alteration, or conducting environmental assessments. If, however, data provided by the Natural
Areas Program are to be published in any form, the Program should be informed at the outset and credited as the
source.
The Natural Areas Program has instituted a fee structure of $75.00 an hour to recover the actual cost of processing
your request for information. You will receive an invoice for $150.00 for two hours of our services.
Thank you for using the Natural Areas Program in the environmental review process. Please do not hesitate to
contact me if you have further questions about the Natural Areas Program or about rare or unique botanical
features on this site.
Sincerely,

Kristen Puryear | Ecologist | Maine Natural Areas Program
207-287-8043 | kristen.puryear@maine.gov

PAUL R. LEPAGE

STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF
INLAND FISHERIES & WILDLIFE
284 STATE STREET
41 STATE HOUSE STATION
AUGUSTA ME 04333-0041

CHANDLER E. WOODCOCK
COMMISSIONER

GOVERNOR

January 30, 2018
Deb Coon
Hoyle, Tanner, & Associates, Inc.
150 Dow Street
Manchester, NH 03101
RE: Information Request - Newton Field Airport, Jackman
Dear Deb:
Per your request received January 17, 2018, we have reviewed current Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIFW) information for known locations of Endangered, Threatened, and
Special Concern species; designated Essential and Significant Wildlife Habitats; and fisheries habitat
concerns within the vicinity of the Newton Field Airport Project in Jackman.
Our Department has not mapped any Essential Habitats that would be directly affected by your project.
Endangered, Threatened, and Special Concern Species
Bats
Of the eight species of bats that occur in Maine, the three Myotis species are protected under Maine’s
Endangered Species Act (MESA) and are afforded special protection under 12 M.R.S §12801 - §12810.
The three Myotis species include little brown bat (State Endangered), northern long-eared bat (State
Endangered), and eastern small-footed bat (State Threatened). The five remaining bat species are listed as
Special Concern: big brown bat, red bat, hoary bat, silver-haired bat, and tri-colored bat.
While a comprehensive statewide inventory for bats has not been completed, it is likely that several of
these species occur within the project area during migration and/or the breeding season. We recommend
that you contact the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service--Maine Fish and Wildlife Complex (Wende Mahaney,
207-902-1569) for further guidance, as the northern long-eared bat is also listed as a Threatened Species
under the Federal Endangered Species Act. Otherwise, our Agency does not anticipate significant
impacts to any of the bat species as a result of this project.
Significant Wildlife Habitat
Significant Vernal Pools
At this time, MDIFW Significant Wildlife Habitat (SWH) maps indicate no known presence of SWHs
within the project area, which include Waterfowl and Wading Bird Habitats, Seabird Nesting Islands,
Shorebird Areas, and Significant Vernal Pools. However, a comprehensive statewide inventory for
Significant Vernal Pools has not been completed. Therefore, we recommend that surveys for vernal pools
PHONE:
(207) 287-5254

FISH AND WILDLIFE ON THE WEB:
www.maine.gov/ifw

EMAIL ADDRESS:
IFWEnvironmentalreview@maine.gov
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be conducted within the project boundary by qualified wetland scientists prior to final project design to
determine whether there are Significant Vernal Pools present in the area. These surveys should extend up
to 250 feet beyond the anticipated project footprint because of potential performance standard
requirements for off-site Significant Vernal Pools, assuming such pools are located on land owned or
controlled by the applicant. Once surveys are completed, our Department will need to review and verify
any vernal pool data prior to final determination of significance.
Fisheries Habitat
With the exception of removal of vegetative obstructions (trees) that penetrate FAA navigable airspace,
we generally recommend that a 100-foot undisturbed vegetated buffers be maintained along any streams.
Buffers should be measured from the edge of stream or associated fringe and floodplain wetlands. We
recommend that any clearing needed to access areas of tree removal be minimized and allowed to
revegetate after the project is completed. Maintaining and enhancing buffers along streams that support
coldwater fisheries is critical to the protection of water temperatures, water quality, natural inputs of
coarse woody debris, and various forms of aquatic life necessary to support conditions required by many
fish species. Stream crossings should be avoided, but if a stream crossing is necessary, or an existing
crossing needs to be modified, it should be designed to provide full fish passage. Small streams,
including intermittent streams, can provide crucial rearing habitat, cold water for thermal refugia, and
abundant food for juvenile salmonids on a seasonal basis and undersized crossings may inhibit these
functions. Generally, MDIFW recommends that all new, modified, and replacement stream crossings be
sized to span at least 1.2 times the bankfull width of the stream. In addition, we generally recommend
that stream crossings be open bottomed (i.e. natural bottom), although embedded structures which are
backfilled with representative streambed material have been shown to be effective in not only providing
habitat connectivity for fish but also for other aquatic organisms. Construction Best Management
Practices should be closely followed to avoid erosion, sedimentation, alteration of stream flow, and other
impacts as eroding soils from construction activities can travel significant distances as well as transport
other pollutants resulting in direct impacts to fish and fisheries habitat. In addition, we recommend that
any necessary instream work occur between July 15 and October 1.
This consultation review has been conducted specifically for known MDIFW jurisdictional features and
should not be interpreted as a comprehensive review for the presence of other regulated features that may
occur in this area. Prior to the start of any future site disturbance we recommend additional consultation
with the municipality, and other state resource agencies including the Maine Natural Areas Program and
Maine Department of Environmental Protection in order to avoid unintended protected resource
disturbance.
Please feel free to contact my office if you have any questions regarding this information, or if I can be of
any further assistance.
Best regards,

John Perry
Environmental Review Coordinator
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Ecological Services
Maine Field Office
306 Hatchery Road
East Orland, Maine 04431
Telephone: 207/469-7300 Fax: 207/902-1588

Richard P. Doucette
Federal Aviation Administration
1200 District Avenue
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803

February 26, 2018

Dear Mr. Doucette:
This letter responds to the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) request to the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (Service) for consultation pursuant to section 7 of the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) regarding an airport improvement project proposed by the Town of Jackman. The FAA
provided project information in a biological assessment on February 21, 2018.
Project Name/Location: Newton Field Airport Improvements,
Jackman, Maine
Log Number:

05E1ME00-2018-I-0269

The Town of Jackman, Maine, proposes capital improvements at the Newton Field Airport in
Somerset County, Maine. The biological assessment for this action was prepared by the FAA,
the lead action agency. The FAA has analyzed the effects of the project, including those to
species and critical habitat protected by the ESA.
The project includes removal of approximately 1.8 acres of trees. In most areas on airport
property, trees, saplings, and all understory vegetation will be cut and removed off-site; stumps
will be removed or ground to below the ground surface; and the areas will be loamed and seeded
to provide for a mowable surface. In areas on private property, this removal process may be
altered per discussion with homeowners such that some limited amounts of understory or shrub
layers may remain. In areas within the Maine Shoreland Zoning Act designated 75-foot buffer
around Moose River, only trees over three inches diameter-at-breast-height will be cut and
removed off-site during frozen ground conditions, stumps will be ground to ground surface, and
the sapling layer and understory vegetation will be left in place and disturbed as little as possible.
No additions of loam or seed will occur in the 75-foot buffer. In order to minimize impacts, the
FAA and their contractors will follow the Maine Department of Environmental Protection’s
Maine Erosion and Sediment Control Best Management Practices manual.
The proposed action has the potential to affect the endangered Canada lynx (Lynx canadensis),
as well as the threatened northern long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis). The project is not
within a quarter mile of any known hibernacula or within 150 feet of any known occupied
maternity roost. Effects of the project to northern long-eared bat were addressed via the FAA’s

submittal of the northern long-eared bat 4(d) rule streamlined consultation form stating that they
determined that this project may affect the northern long-eared bat, but that any resulting
incidental take is not prohibited by the final 4(d) rule. The Service considers consultation for the
northern long-eared bat concluded.
While Canada lynx are known to occur within the project vicinity, the FAA has proposed that the
project is “not likely to adversely affect” Canada lynx or its critical habitat, largely because the
species use of the proposed project site is at most infrequent and impacts to suitable forested
habitat are minimal. Construction equipment will be operating along the edge already developed
portions of the airport creating short-term disturbances associated with noise, human and
equipment presence, and vegetation clearing. Effects from project actions on individual Canada
lynx are expected to be discountable, insignificant, and temporary. The forest to be cleared is a
mix of forested and unforested lands, wetland and upland; including hardwood and softwood
species; in close proximity to the currently maintained airport grounds and the surrounding
development; habitat generally considered lower value critical habitat for Canada lynx.
Additionally, the total area of forest clearing will be approximately 1.8 acres, this is
approximately 0.02 percent of a typical male Canada lynx’s home range (estimated as 18 square
miles [11,520 acres]), resulting in insignificant impacts to Canada lynx critical habitat.
Based on our knowledge, expertise, and the action agency’s materials, we concur with the action
agency’s conclusion that the proposed action is not likely to adversely affect any ESA-listed
species and/or associated critical habitat. Therefore no further consultation pursuant to section 7
of the ESA is required. Should project plans change, or if additional information on the
distribution of listed or proposed species come available, this determination may need to be
reconsidered and reinitiation may be necessary.
Thank you for your cooperation in completing this section 7 consultation. Please contact Patrick
Dockens by telephone at 207/902-1586 or by email at Patrick_Dockens@fws.gov if you have
any questions.
Sincerely,

Anna Harris,
Project Leader
Maine Field Office
Maine Fish and Wildlife Service Complex
cc:

Deborah L. Coon, Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc.–Manchester, New Hampshire
Kimberly R. Peace, Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc.–Manchester, New Hampshire
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PENOBSCOT NATION
CULTURAL & HISTORIC PRESERVATION
12 WABANAKI WAY, INDIAN ISLAND, ME 04468
CHRIS SOCKALEXIS – TRIBAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER
E-MAIL: chris.sockalexis@penobscotnation.org
NAME

Julie Seltsam-Wilps

ADDRESS

US Department of Transportation
Federal Aviation Administration – New England Region
1200 District Avenue
Burlington, MA 01803
Newton Field Airport
Town of Jackman
(781) 238-7389

OWNER’S NAME
TELEPHONE
FAX
EMAIL

julie.a.seltsam@faa.gov

PROJECT NAME

Airport Improvements – Tree Clearing at end of runway

PROJECT SITE

Jackman, ME

DATE OF REQUEST

January 19, 2018

DATE REVIEWED

January 26, 2018

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above referenced project. This project appears to have
no impact on a structure or site of historic, architectural or archaeological significance to the Penobscot
Nation as defined by the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended.
If Native American cultural materials are encountered during the course of the project, please contact
my office at (207) 817-7471. Thank you for consulting with the Penobscot Nation Tribal Historic
Preservation Office with this project.

Chris Sockalexis, THPO
Penobscot Nation

Coon, Deb
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Damon, Jessica <Jessica.Damon@maine.gov>
Monday, February 12, 2018 7:25 AM
Peace, Kimberly R.
RE: Newton Field Airport, Jackman, Maine Tree removal

Kimberly,
Shoreland zoning is administered through the town, so I would talk to the CEO or you can talk to Dawn Abbott at the
DEP.
Thank you,
Jessica
From: Peace, Kimberly R. [mailto:kpeace@hoyletanner.com]
Sent: Friday, February 09, 2018 10:54 AM
To: Damon, Jessica <Jessica.Damon@maine.gov>
Subject: RE: Newton Field Airport, Jackman, Maine Tree removal
Hi, I think I am a little confused about the Shoreland issue, and I am trying to figure out how those impacts would get
permitted. For the project overall, as I understand it so far:
‐
‐

‐

We will need a SLDA Minor Revision for tree removal
We may need a NRPA PBR for removal of trees within the resource buffer, I think we can avoid removing trees
within the actual wetland itself, but I am still working with the engineering team to confirm that, if we end up
having wetland impacts then we will need an Individual NRPA permit
Some of the tree removal is within the 250‐ft buffer of the Moose River. We may be able to work with a forester
to confirm that we can meet the requirements for an exemption (only 40% removed within 75 feet, meet the
point score, no openings larger than 250‐ft) but if we cannot, and we have to permit removal within the buffer
that will not meet the exemption, do we need a permit from DEP or from the Town? If this is through DEP, will
we need to submit something different than the NRPA permit or will that be covered with the same application
as the one submitted for wetlands?

Thank you‐
Kimberly R. Peace

From: Damon, Jessica [mailto:Jessica.Damon@maine.gov]
Sent: Friday, February 09, 2018 10:46 AM
To: Peace, Kimberly R. <kpeace@hoyletanner.com>
Subject: RE: Newton Field Airport, Jackman, Maine Tree removal
Kimberly,
You will need to modify the Site permit and there will need to be a NRPA application for any wetland or protected
resources that are impacted. Do you know the extent of the wetland impact?
Thank you,
Jessica
1

From: Peace, Kimberly R. [mailto:kpeace@hoyletanner.com]
Sent: Friday, February 09, 2018 9:14 AM
To: Damon, Jessica <Jessica.Damon@maine.gov>
Cc: McDougal, Evan R. <emcdougal@hoyletanner.com>; Coon, Deb <dcoon@hoyletanner.com>; 391407 Jackman
Easements <391407JackmanEasements@hoyletanner.onmicrosoft.com>
Subject: FW: Newton Field Airport, Jackman, Maine Tree removal
Hi Jessica,
Can you give us a determination on what permit process will be needed given that we will be removing trees within the
250‐ft Shoreland, as determined by Dawn’s email and the attached mapping? Will this require an Individual NRPA, or
can we cover it under a PBR?
I believe there is an exemption for removal within the Shoreland that we may be able to meet under 480‐Q #23, but we
will have to look into this more. For prior projects where we have used this exemption we have had a forester determine
the required rating score, but is that a requirement, or can anyone with an understanding of how to measure tree sizes
do this?
We are still only in the NEPA stage of the project but any additional information you can provide that will help us
understand what is needed when we move into permitting is appreciated.
Thank you
Kimberly R. Peace

From: Abbott, Dawn [mailto:Dawn.Abbott@maine.gov]
Sent: Thursday, February 08, 2018 10:50 AM
To: Peace, Kimberly R. <kpeace@hoyletanner.com>
Cc: Damon, Jessica <Jessica.Damon@maine.gov>
Subject: RE: Newton Field Airport, Jackman, Maine Tree removal
Good Morning Kimberly,
Under Shoreland Zoning, Oxbow is considered part of the river. I have attached the Town of Jackman SLZ map for your
information.
Please contact me if you need anything further.
Thank you,

Dawn M. Abbott
Maine Department of Environmental Protection
Assistant Shoreland Zoning Coordinator
106 Hogan Road, Suite 6
Bangor, Maine 04401
Ph: 207-356-8318
Fax: 207-941-4584
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From: Peace, Kimberly R. [mailto:kpeace@hoyletanner.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 06, 2018 2:27 PM
To: Beyer, Jim R <Jim.R.Beyer@maine.gov>; Miller, Susanne <Susanne.Miller@maine.gov>
Cc: Damon, Jessica <Jessica.Damon@maine.gov>; Abbott, Dawn <Dawn.Abbott@maine.gov>
Subject: RE: Newton Field Airport, Jackman, Maine Tree removal
Thank you very much everyone.
Jessica or Dawn, if you have any additional comments or questions, please feel free to contact me.
Kimberly R. Peace

From: Beyer, Jim R [mailto:Jim.R.Beyer@maine.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 06, 2018 2:22 PM
To: Miller, Susanne <Susanne.Miller@maine.gov>; Peace, Kimberly R. <kpeace@hoyletanner.com>
Cc: Damon, Jessica <Jessica.Damon@maine.gov>; Abbott, Dawn <Dawn.Abbott@maine.gov>
Subject: RE: Newton Field Airport, Jackman, Maine Tree removal
Susanne,
It is us.
Kimberly
The project will need a modification to the Site permit and you can do that as a minor revision. Any tree cutting in
freshwater wetland will also require a permit under the Natural Resources Protection Act. I have copied Jessica Damon
on this e‐mail. She will be the project manager for this. She had done other permitting at the airport and is familiar with
the project. I also copied Dawn Abbott the Shoreland Zoning Coordinator in our office for input on the question about
the oxbow and whether or not it is considered part of the river.
James R. Beyer
Regional Licensing and Compliance Manager
Bureau of Land Resources
Eastern Maine Regional Office
Maine Department of Environmental Protection
(207) 446‐9026
From: Miller, Susanne
Sent: Tuesday, February 06, 2018 2:11 PM
To: Beyer, Jim R <Jim.R.Beyer@maine.gov>
Subject: FW: Newton Field Airport, Jackman, Maine Tree removal
This looks like it may belong to your group. Please let me know if I’m wrong and need to direct this elsewhere, thanks.
Susanne Miller
Director, Eastern Maine Regional Office
Maine Department of Environmental Protection
(207) 941.4190 (desk) / (207) 557.2700 (cell)
www.maine.gov/dep
From: Peace, Kimberly R. [mailto:kpeace@hoyletanner.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 06, 2018 1:10 PM
To: Miller, Susanne <Susanne.Miller@maine.gov>
Cc: 391407 Jackman Easements <391407JackmanEasements@hoyletanner.onmicrosoft.com>; Coon, Deb
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<dcoon@hoyletanner.com>
Subject: Newton Field Airport, Jackman, Maine Tree removal
Hello Susanne‐
The Newton Field Airport in Jackman, Maine, will file an Environmental Assessment (EA) with the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) for tree removal, and easement acquisition to complete such tree removal.
We request your review of the project map, attached, to assess the need for Maine DEP permitting. This map was
created overlaying the tree removal areas onto an NWI map‐ we realize this is just an estimate of the wetland
boundaries and will conduct a wetland and VP delineation of these areas in the spring. At this time we are only
requesting that you provide comment on the potential permitting needs for discussion in the EA.
The Airport has a SLDA from 1984, #L‐10521‐18‐A‐N. Could the tree removal, assuming no soil disturbance or stump
removal, could be done using a SLDA Minor Revision? That is how we have handled other similar projects. As shown on
the map, there are some trees that are within the backyards of homes, and we would prefer to remove stumps in these
small areas so that the homeowner can be left with a maintainable lawn. Would that push this project into a Minor
Amendment? These areas are very small, maybe a few single trees in each location, and could be handled with minimal
to negligible soil disturbance.
In addition, we have questions regarding the designation of the old oxbow areas as part of the Moose River, and maybe
this will be resolved during the wetland delineation, but it seems like the areas are more wetland than stream, which
may change the need for a permit. See the attached Google Earth shot for comparison. If the area in blue is river, and
needs a 250‐ft Shoreland buffer, then the impacts may need an Individual permit. However, if the blue areas are
wetland, I believe we can avoid wetland impacts and only impact the 75‐foot wetland buffer, which I believe could be
permitted using a PBR. In areas other than the yards behind the homes, we can remove trees in frozen conditions, leave
the stumps in place, and leave understory vegetation.
Please let me know your thoughts on this matter. I understand you may need to assign it to a reviewer, either now or
later. Some additional details are provided below:
Obstruction (tree) Removal
The Town has identified vegetative obstructions (trees) that penetrate FAA navigable airspace, including FAR Part 77 and
TERPS 20:1 approach and glidepath surfaces to the Runway 13‐31 approach and departure surfaces, per FAA
requirements. The proposed project entails removal of those obstructions. Trees that are within 10’ below the surface
will be removed. Approximately 1.84 acres of trees will be removed. The objective of this clearing is to provide the
airport with a clear approach. Environmental permits – if required ‐ will be acquired by December of 2018 and
construction is expected to begin in the fall of 2019 and continue through winter 2019/20.
Acquisition of Easements
In order to remove the identified obstructions, easements must be obtained for those parcels located outside of the
existing airport boundary so that for the purposes of obstruction removal, these areas will be considered to be a part of
the airport, or “on‐airport obstructions” by the FAA.
Thank you‐
Kimberly R. Peace
Senior Environmental Coordinator

Responsive. Consistent. Competent.™
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INTRODUCTION

The Town of Jackman, owner and operator of the Newton Field Airport (Airport), has identified
vegetative obstructions to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) designated navigable
airspace. The proposed project entails acquisition of avigation easements over seven privatelyowned parcels of land on the RW 13 approach end of the Airport under the Part 77 20:1 approach
surface, and subsequent lowering, lighting, or removal of those and any future obstructions.
Figures 1-3 show the location of the airport and the proposed areas of easement acquisition and
obstruction removal.
The FAA designated “navigable airspace” includes trapezoid shaped areas at each end of a runway
that allow for safe approach (landing) and departure (take-off) of aircraft, as identified in Federal
Regulation Title 14 Part 77, also referred to as “Part 77” surfaces. These surfaces at Newton Field
are depicted at a 20:1 slope, starting 200 feet from and at the same elevation as the end of the
runway. Airport owners are obligated by FAA grant assurance number 20 (FAA 2014) to keep
these surfaces clear from obstructions. When these approach surfaces are not located within the
airport boundary, sufficient rights including parcel purchase or easement acquisition must be
undertaken to ensure compatible land use and obstruction removal under the approach surfaces.
This document was prepared by Hoyle, Tanner, Inc. on behalf of the Town for the FAA, which is
the lead federal agency for the project. The FAA is partially funding the proposed obstruction
removal project and is analyzing its effects, including those to species and critical habitat
protected by the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 as amended. This document addresses
the proposed action in compliance section 7(a)(2) of the ESA, which requires that through
consultation (or conferencing for proposed species) with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS), federal actions do not jeopardize the continued existence of any threatened,
endangered, or proposed species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical
habitat.
Hoyle, Tanner requested an official species list through the Information for Planning and
Conservation (IPaC) section of the USFWS’s Environmental Conservation Online System (ECOS)
website on January 9, 2018, and the project was assigned consultation code 05E1ME00-2018SLI-0269. The official species list identified the federally-threatened Canada lynx (Lynx
canadensis) and the northern long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis; NLEB) as potentially
occurring within the action area. The project location overlaps the critical habitat designated for
Canada lynx; there is no designated critical habitat for NLEB.
A Northern Long-Eared Bat 4(d) Rule Streamlined Consultation Form is provided in Attachment
A. Per this form, the FAA determined that this project may affect but is unlikely to adversely affect
the NLEB, but that any resulting incidental take of the NLEB is not prohibited by the final 4(d)
rule. Thus, NLEB will not be discussed in further detail.
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Figure 1. Location Map
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Figure 2. Vegetation Removal Action Area
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION AREA

Under the ESA, the action area is defined as “all areas to be affected directly or indirectly by the
Federal action and not merely the immediate area (project area) involved in the proposed action”
(50 CFR 402.2). The action area includes all areas where both the direct and indirect effects of
the proposed action will be experienced.
The proposed action area is located mostly within the boundary of the Newton Field Airport, a
facility owned and operated by Town of Jackman, Somerset County Maine. The airport includes
approximately 132 acres and is located one mile from downtown Jackman. The Airport has a
single bituminous Runway, designated 13/31, an apron, a Snow Removal Equipment (SRE)
building, a small Terminal/Administration building, 3 private hangars and 2 Town-owned hangars.
The Moose River borders the action area at the northwestern end of Runway 13/31 and along the
northern airport boundary.
The areas identified for easement acquisition include seven privately-owned parcels immediately
west of the existing airport boundary as identified in the table on Figure 2. These parcels lie within
the Part 77 20:1 surface. The Town will need to acquire avigation easements over these parcels
that will allow the Town to remove existing and future obstructions.
There are 8 action areas located to the west of Runway 13/31 as depicted on Figure 2 Vegetation
Removal Action Area. These areas range in size from 0.04 acres to .56 acres and total
approximately 1.8 acres. Five of these areas are located within residential/developed areas where
the trees are either ornamental or remnants from the adjacent forest: birch, maple, fir, spruce.
There are no wetlands associated with these areas. The remaining three areas are located within
or surrounded by wetlands within or associated with the old oxbow areas of the Moose River as
shown on Figure 3. These areas adjacent to and within the oxbow/floodplain of the Moose River
are characterized by a mix of scrub/shrub and forested species such as reed canary grass,
bluejoint grass, rattlesnake manna grass, sedges and rushes/bulrush, alders, meadowsweet, red
maple, balsam fir, spruce, and birches.
3.

ACTION DESCRIPTION

3.1

Proposed Action

The project includes removal of identified obstructions (trees). Trees that are penetrating the
identified FAA surface and in some areas trees within 10’ below the will be removed.
Approximately 1.8 acres of trees will be removed. Minimal tree removal will occur in wetlands,
surface waters or their buffers. Because of the extent of permitting required for removal of trees
within areas protected under the Maine Shoreland Zoning Act and the 75-foot buffer to the Moose
River, what is shown on the enclosed figures is the maximum extent of tree removal identified
during initial examination - these areas may be reduced during project permitting. Easement
acquisition is a planning and legal exercise and will not result in actual changes to the land cover.
In areas not within the buffer of the River, trees of any size, saplings, and all understory
vegetation may be cut and removed off-site, stumps will be removed or ground to below the
ground surface, and the areas will be loamed and seeded to provide for a mowable surface (lawn
or field). In areas of removal on private property, this removal process may be altered per
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3
Figure 3. National Wetlands Inventory Map with Project Areas Overlay
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discussion with homeowners such that some limited amounts of understory or shrub layers may
remain, particularly those of decorative nature that have no potential to grow to a height as to
become a future obstruction.
In areas within the Shoreland or River buffer, trees over 3” Diameter Breast Height (DBH) and
that are identified as currently penetrating the FAA surface or having the potential to do so in the
future will be cut and removed off-site during frozen ground conditions. Care will be taken to not
drag trees through wetlands. Remaining stumps will be ground to ground surface. The sapling
layer and understory vegetation will be left in place and disturbed as little as possible. No additions
of loam or seed will occur.
3.2

Minimization and Mitigation Measures

Minimization measures reduce the impact of a project on listed species or habitats. Minimization
measures can be precautionary, avoidance, or preservation procedures, such as timing
restrictions or buffers around sensitive habitats and habitat features that are important to listed
species. Minimization measures will include the following:
1) All construction will follow the Maine DEP Maine Erosion and Sediment Control Best
Management Practices (BMPs; Maine DEP 2017) and the contractor will apply these BMPs to all
temporary and permanent erosion controls implemented throughout the project. The contractor
shall provide continuous and effective temporary soil erosion and water pollution control for the
project that is appropriate to the construction means, methods, and sequencing allowed by the
contract and selected by the contractor.
2) By removing trees in the protected Shoreland and River buffer areas during frozen conditions,
and not removing the shrub/sapling layer or understory vegetation, the areas to be affected will
only undergo a vegetative conversion rather than an elimination of all forest functions.
There is no additional mitigation proposed for this project.
4.

STATUS OF CANADA LYNX IN THE ACTION AREA

4.1

Lynx Habitat

The distribution of lynx in North America is closely associated with that of the boreal forest. The
range of lynx extends south from the classic boreal forest zone in Canada into the
boreal/hardwood forest ecotone in the eastern U.S., including forests with boreal features that
extend into northern Maine. Lynx are most likely to persist in areas that receive deep snow and
have high-density populations of snowshoe hares (Lepus americana), the principal prey of lynx.
In the contiguous U.S., lynx are at the southern end of their range.
In Maine, lynx and snowshoe hare prefer stands of regenerating sapling (15 to 35 years old)
spruce-fir forest that provide dense cover (Robinson 2006, Vashon et al. 2012). Hoving et al.
(2004) found lynx were more likely to occur in landscapes with regenerating forest. Regenerating
stands used by lynx are characterized by dense horizontal structure and high stem density within
3 feet of the ground. Lynx were less likely to occur in landscapes with very recent clearcut or
partial harvest, which lack the structure to support high hare densities (Hoving et al. 2004). At
the stand scale, lynx in northwestern Maine selected older (11 to 26 years), tall (15 to 24 feet)
regenerating clearcuts and partially harvested stands when they occurred in a matrix of
regenerating clearcuts (Fuller 2006, Fuller et al. 2007). Lynx also selected mature conifer forest
(Hoving et al. 2004, Simons-Legaard et al. 2013).
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Snowshoe hare populations in Maine do not show the strong cyclical fluctuations exhibited by
hare populations in Canada. Because fluctuations in lynx populations cannot be directly related
to hare populations, the US Forest Service and others hypothesize that the current lynx population
in Maine is being sustained by unusually favorable habitat conditions for snowshoe hare in a
forest regenerating from extensive clearcutting (USFS 2013).
4.2

Designated Critical Habitat

The area currently designated as Canada lynx critical habitat in Maine is 10,123 square miles,
which is 26% of the rangewide critical habitat for lynx in the U.S (Figure 4). The proposed project
is located within of the critical habitat, however in a developed area.
4.3

Population Status

Due to the current abundance and availability of snowshoe hares in Maine, the Canada lynx
population is believed to be fairly stable. Based on data from continued survey efforts, vehicular
collisions, and incidental trapping, MDIFW speculated in 2006 that lynx were approaching carrying
capacity in Maine (Vashon et al. 2012). At capacity, MDIFW estimates that potential habitats
within the northern and western portions of Maine could support 1,000 to 1,800 adult lynx
(Vashon et al. 2012). Despite the recent apparent increase in lynx density in Maine, model
projections predict that by 2032 lynx populations could decline to 300 adults (Vashon et al. 2012).
As large tracts of regenerating spruce-fir mature, there will be insufficient stocking of the younger
age-classes that snowshoe hare prefer resulting in declining prey base. Although modern forest
practices create regenerating spruce-fir stands, active forest management will not provide the
same widespread abundance of regenerating habitat that resulted from spruce budworm salvage
harvests in the 1980s. However, Vashon et al. (2012) cautions that model projections do not
include certain variables, such as another widespread spruce budworm infestation or climate
change, which could have positive or negative consequences, respectively, on Maine’s lynx
population.
The lynx population in Maine has been influenced by past forest harvesting practices and
associated influences on populations of the primary prey species, snowshoe hare (Lepus
americanus). The large clearcuts in the 1970s and 1980s resulted in regenerating coniferous
forest types, which snowshoe hare prefer. The increase in snowshoe hare precipitated an increase
in lynx. As the forest composition changes due to succession and land uses, a change in the
density of lynx in Maine may occur.
4.4

Population Distribution

Since listing, lynx have been documented consistently in western and northern Maine and
occasionally in central and eastern parts of the state (Vashon et al. 2012, USFS 2014). Lynx
breeding has been documented in western, northern, and eastern Maine (Vashon et al. 2012).
Robinson (2006) found snowshoe hare density and the presence of bobcats (Lynx rufus)
influenced lynx geographic distribution. At the stand-level scale, quality (hare density), quantity,
and juxtaposition of habitats influence home range size, productivity, and survival (Aubry et al.
2000, Vashon et al. 2005, Robinson 2006). At the microhabitat scale, spatial distribution and
abundance of prey and microclimate influence movements, hunting behavior, den, and resting
site locations (Fuller 2006).
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Figure 4. Canada lynx Critical Habitat in Maine. Source: USFWS Revised
Critical Habitat Designation, 2014
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Average home range sizes in Maine span from 10 square miles in females to 21 square miles in
males (Vashon et al. 2008). Male and female home ranges may overlap with each other in some
cases. Throughout their geographic range, lynx home range sizes vary with prey distribution. The
Maine population of lynx has a relatively stable snowshoe hare population and may not need as
large a home range as their counterparts in other areas.
4.5

Summary of Factors Affecting Species and Recovery

Trapping, forest structure change, climate change, roads, predation, starvation, legal and illegal
harvest, and disease are all factors affecting Canada lynx. The primary sources of mortality are
starvation and predation, which account for nearly 68% of lynx deaths (Vashon et al. 2012).
Forestry operations are the predominant land use affecting lynx habitat in the contiguous U.S,
Maine included.
Low snow levels and habitat loss pose the greatest risks to Maine’s lynx population (Vashon et al.
2012). Maine is predicted to have more winter precipitation in the form of rain. As a result, lynx
may be restricted to extreme northern sections of Maine. Spruce-fir forest communities may also
decline and recede northward. Commercial harvest of Maine’s spruce-fir forest is likely to
continue, but a change in forest production towards shorter harvest rotations that use high
volumes of saplings would not promote habitat conditions that support lynx and snowshoe hare.
Also, as the forest industry in Maine becomes more economically challenged, landowners may
find it more profitable to sell land for development.
5.

EFFECTS DETERMINATION

This project will result in removal of approximately 1.8 acres of trees. The habitat in the action
areas is a mix of forested and unforested, wetland and upland, including hard wood and softwood
species.
Areas included within the residential areas would not be conducive to lynx use and would be
considered low-quality habitat given the development and human activity associated with these
areas, as well as the unsuitable tree species mix and lack of understory that would support prey
species. The areas associated with the oxbow and floodplain of the Moose River are populated
by older growth trees, with dense vegetation that may support prey species and provide cover
such that this would be considered medium quality habitat. However, the location of such areas,
sandwiched between an active airport and residential homes, along with the relatively small area
of such habitat in relation to the potential for lynx to use the adjacent undeveloped habitat to the
north, east and south of the airport, make it doubtful that this area would be used by lynx.
Vashon (2012) indicated that in 2010 there were 1.2 million acres of Canada lynx habitat in the
northern half of Maine. The clearing associated with this project is a discountable percentage of
the total statewide habitat available. The typical home range of a male Canada lynx is
approximately 20,000 acres. As a “worst case scenario” to use for analysis, should all of the 1.8
acres identified for potential tree removal be clear cut, this would only result in a loss of 0.00009%
of the amount of habitat in a typical home range.
Construction-related effects on Canada lynx that may be in the area are expected to be
insignificant and short-term. Construction activities will create short-term disturbances associated
with noise, human and equipment presence, and vegetation clearing. Based on the surrounding
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habitat these activities could potentially displace transient Canada lynx temporarily, however,
there is a very low likelihood for Canada lynx to be within the action area during active
construction. Within a short period of time (one to two weeks) after project completion, it is
expected that the project would no longer have displacement effects on Canada lynx and the
effects of project operations on lynx would be negligible. Therefore, the effects related to this
project are minor and insignificant, and may affect, but are not likely to adversely affect Canada
lynx.
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